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Figure 246  James Webb Space Telescope (NASA, 2012) 
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04 :: 03  Gothic High Tech 

 
 
In gothic high tech, you’re Steve Jobs and you’ve built an iPhone, which is a 
brilliant technical innovation, but you also had to sneak off to Tennessee to get a 
liver transplant because you’re dying of something secret and horrible. You’re a 
captain of American industry. You’re not like, you know, some General Motors 
kind of guy. On the contrary, your guy is really kind of like got both hands on the 
steering wheel of a functional car, but you know, you’re still gothic high–tech 
because, you know, death is waiting, and you know not a sort of kindly death 
either but a really kind of sinister, creeping, tainted wells of Silicon Valley kind of 
super fun thing that steals upon you month by month that you have to hide 
from the public, from the bloggers, and from the shareholders. You just kind of 
grit your teeth and pull out the next one. A heroic story really, but very gothic.  
 
- Bruce Sterling "On Favela Chic, Gothic High–Tech" at Reboot11 in Copenhagen, 

2009 (Sterling, 2009). 

 
 

Steve Jobs the arbiter of the slick product launch, the messianic figurehead of a consumer 

electronics aesthetic who wrestles privately with mortality like the rest of us is presented by Sterling 

as a potential case study in gothic high–tech supreme. But it is in the dark sub–plot of all devices – 

not just those by Apple but also those produced by the likes of Samsung, LG and Nokia – that the 

gothic high–tech narrative is most tangible. In this space of technological flows the language and 

imagery of this narrative can shift from the abject adoration of industrial design to the darker 

tendencies of their structural origin. Intersections with space exploration, military defence and 

surveillance technologies all coalesce in an ambiguous thread that extends from the technology we 

hold in our hands to the battlefields of the Middle East to the factory floors in China to the open cut 

mines in the jungles of Africa and the rioters on the streets of London. This is the dark history of 

mobile technology.  

A scene in the sixth series of the television series Mad Men illustrates perfectly this 

convergent trend of historical event, technological invention and fictional narrative that 

characterises much of this examination. In a meeting between the partners of the ad agency Cutler, 

Gleason and Chaough to discuss a campaign pitch for Chevrolet, mortality and futurism collide in a 

moment that echoes Sterling’s observation of Jobs’ final years. It has been agreed previously that 
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the campaign will feature rocket ships 

and “anecdotes about astronauts”. The 

year is 1968 the race to the moon is soon 

to reach its climax and the emphasis in 

the series up to this point has been the 

emergence of the counterculture 

movement and its influence on 

advertising and the creative process. 

Space flight, marijuana and The Beatles 

are in the air. One of the partners and 

key creatives, Frank Gleason, complains 

he is sick of the direction the campaign 

has taken, “I’m tired of drawing rocket 

ships, and I don’t want to look at this 

work again!” His partners are shocked by 

the sudden outburst from the normally 

reserved Frank, “Are you not on board 

with this?” he is asked by partner Ted 

Chaough. “I’m just tired of rocket ships 

that’s all…” (Getzinger, 2013). When 

Frank is pressed on his dour mood he 

declares he has pancreatic cancer. After 

this Ted recoils – he is shocked, this is 

sudden unexpected news, the other 

partner in the agency has obviously neglected to tell him of Frank’s illness. He tries to rally Frank 

telling him that he is going to “do his best work”, that he is going to “stop talking about money” and 

the fate of the company and that he is going to beat the cancer that is eating away inside of him. 

“Aye aye,” says Gleason stoically. It is a moment that not only recalls the unfortunate fate of Steve 

Jobs, but also the rallying of investors and cheerleaders of Apple stock and products for whom Jobs, 

the “captain of American industry”, was such a central and talismanic figure. It is within this will to 

prosperity and technological futurity playing against the reality of an impending fall that is so very 

gothic and so very emblematic of the duality of contemporary technoculture. The future is there – 

albeit in retrograde – bright, glistening and muscular in the designs of rocket ships, in the clean lines 

 

Figure 247 Frank Gleason (top) tells Ted Chaough (bottom) that he 
has pancreatic cancer in the television series Mad Men 

Figure 248 Promotional illustration for the Chevy Vega 

 

http://youtu.be/83COH316jvg
http://youtu.be/83COH316jvg
http://youtu.be/83COH316jvg
http://youtu.be/83COH316jvg
http://youtu.be/83COH316jvg
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of a Chevrolet Camaro,97 in the billowing flames and smoke of intercontinental missile launches, but 

it is also tainted by the fragility of life - of a darkness hidden and invisible, deep within the cells of 

our bodies. 

At the end of the scene, Frank and Ted walk to the door at which point Ted asks, “Will you 

tell Jim that you told me?” referring to the other agency partner who had been privy to Frank’s 

condition. Frank looks at him squarely, “He’ll see it on your face,” he waits a beat and then musters a 

glib reassuring smile, “Everybody,” he says “loves astronauts.” The rocket ships will endure, the 

show will go on and the cancer, for now, has been dealt with. 

 

George Dyson in a recent Long Now Foundation seminar, points out that the ideas and technologies 

discovered by Norbert Wiener and Julian Bigelow when working on the – almost impossible – 

problem of tracking missiles shot from enemy planes during WWII was the precursor to 

contemporary convergent technologies: “The fact that you all have these devices in your pockets 

that work through billions of cycles without errors are largely due to his  Bigelow’s  Maxims for Ideal 

Prognosticators for avoiding and correcting error and noise.” In other words, “through the problem 

of trying to predict the path of an aeroplane” and blast it out of the sky lies the seeds of the 

technology that surrounds us (G. Dyson, 2013). Military signifiers are also employed to spruik the 

commonality of emerging technologies in the domestic space. Nokia’s promotional pamphlet for 

future technology applications, Mobile Mixed Reality – The Vision, echoes the type of language that 

might be employed in a Lockheed Martin or Northrop Grumman pamphlet: 

 

On one end of the Mixed Reality continuum is augmented reality, a technology 
that enhances the world around us by overlaying important data, usually in real–
time. One can immediately bring to mind the image of a fighter pilot looking 
through his visor’s Heads–Up Display (HUD) at a view of the sky enhanced with 
real–world information, such as the target, altitude and horizon data. This type of 
technology has been used in specialized areas for years, but now is becoming 
much more commonplace, though many may not identify it as advanced 
technology in its daily context (Nokia Reserach Centre, 2009). 

 

The message inherent in this extract – designed to sell mobile phone technology – is that the 

technology of the dark arts of military conflict embedded in the devices of the future should not be 

                                                            
97 Despite many believed at the time, the car referred to in the Mad Men episode, XP-887, was not a Chevy 
Camaro which debuted in the United States in 1967 – the year before the episode takes place – but it was the 
Chevy Vega (see Figure 248) which would be launched to much acclaim in 1970 (Sorokanich, 2013). The model 
had a troubled history, for more on the model’s history see New York Times article here and the Road & Track 
article here. 

http://wheels.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/06/spoiler-alert-mad-men-goes-from-jaguar-to-junk/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
http://www.roadandtrack.com/go/pop-culture/car-culture-mad-men-chevy-xp887
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regarded as strange or even somewhat frightening, but rather completely normal. Of course it is not 

uncommon for electronics manufacturers, telecommunication companies and game publishers to 

appropriate military signifiers to sell and promote their wares. Indeed, popular culture has a rich 

symbolic history of intersecting with the war machine in the arc of historical writing and image 

making: from heroic religious figures, to ancient battles between empires to the contemporary myth 

making of epic cinema, video games and media propaganda. Moreover, explicit icons of the game 

 

Figure 249 (Column 01): Promotional images from the film Alien (Ridley Scott, 1979) (Column 02): Evolution of U.S. 
Airforce military aircraft, the Curtis P–40 Warhawk (Parrothead Jeff, 2009), the RQ–4 Global Hawk (U.S. Airforce, 2012), 

and again an RQ–4 being unloaded from a C–5 Galaxy cargo carrier (Gathua & Rodgers, 2011). (Column 03): Images of 

Dell's Alienware range of gaming computers (Corporation, 2012). 
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industry, of cinema and modern warfare technologies also display an intersecting design aesthetic. 

In this space the elements of the gothic high–tech narrative converges dramatically blending the 

visual iconography of science fiction, technological simulation and the evolving capacity of the vision 

machine into a dark fantastic reality. The iconography of Alienware computers have an obvious 

precedent in the visually rich lore of UFOs and alien visitors. The visual cues and naming conventions 

of their systems recall a history of alien abduction, strange metals and futuristic flying objects, the 

mysterious goings on in Roswell New Mexico and of course the smooth metallic aesthetic of the 

most enduring of extraterrestrial fantasies the Alien franchise of films (Ridley  Scott, Cameron, 

Fincher, & Jeunet, 1979-1997). Yet between these two visual markers – let’s say for purposes here 

that they represent fictions of technoculture – is the symbolic visual language of the military aircraft. 

From the snarling nose flairs of the Curtis PQ–40 Warhawk which is evocative of the menacing grill of 

the Alienware Area 51 desktop machine and the snarl of HR Giger’s Alien to the contemporary blank 

“sightless” stare of the RQ-4 Global Hawk unmanned drone aircraft (see Figure 249). Elsewhere, the 

mixed reality of modern warfare and science fiction cinema becomes a model for vision machines 

with both military and domestic functions (see Figure 250). Here the virtuality of the image has been 

supplemented by the virtuality of the iUser as objects of sci–fi fantasy evolve into high–tech military 

devices while simultaneously devolving – with the reductive powers of the electronics market – into 

 

Figure 250 Machine vision genealogy (Top row from left to right): The IT–O Interrogator droid from Star Wars Episode IV: A 
New Hope (Lucas, 1977); Raytheon Company’s MTS–B Multispectral Targeting System (Raytheon Company, 2012) and the 
Logitech C600 webcam (Logitech, 2010). (Bottom row from left to right): Probe droid from Star Wars Episode V:The Empire 
Strikes Back (Kershner, 1980),  ockheed Martin’s  ongbow Fire Control Radar  FCR  system (Lockheed Martin & Northrop 
Grumman, 2013) and the Microsoft Xbox 360 Kinect system (Microsoft, 2013). 

http://www.dell.com/au/p/alienware-x51-r2/pd
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alien_%28film%29
http://www.northropgrumman.com/capabilities/globalhawk/Pages/default.aspx
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ubiquitous everyday domestic objects. 

Sterling’s gothic high–tech 

temperament is embedded not only in 

the device’s genealogy but also in the 

fantasy of its human–like functionality 

and our perceived lack of control over 

their viral ubiquity. War and cinema 

have given us the all–seeing superhero, 

the cyborg warrior, the augmented 

rebel in the midst of the evil empire (see 

Figure 251). The reality is far different 

and certainly not the utopian 

dreamscape of General Motors, 

Microsoft, Nokia and DH ’s infomercials. 

The result instead is a present–future 

anxiety born from the collision of these 

two techno–cultural narratives and the 

menace of their respective designs. 

Here the fiction of science is simulated 

machine death, this is transposed with 

the more obscene reality of death 

delivered explicitly by the machine 

itself. 

While the vision machine is 

distinctly remote and for the most part 

independent of the human interface it 

still remains a technology born from a 

very human desire to control and to 

virtualise the real. Paul Virilio’s 1994 

study on perception pre–empted as 

much, technologists he said are 

“preparing the way for the automation 

of perception, for the innovation of 

artificial vision, delegating the analysis 

 

Figure 251 The augmentation of machine vision:  

Top Row: Display of WWII Pilot Gear, Crepon France (Burke, 2010) 
Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope (Lucas, 1977);   

Second Row: The Dam Busters (M. Anderson, 1955) Star Wars 
Episode IV: A New Hope (Lucas, 1977);  

Third Row: U.S. soldier taking aim with a laser guided site (Aston & 
U.S. Airforce, 2009) and a promo image from Terminator 3: Rise of 
the Machines (Mostow, 2003);  

Bottom Row: Prince Harry, Camp Bastion, Afghanistan (Getty 
Images, 2013b) and Google CEO Sergey Brin models Google Glasses 
at DVF Fashion Show, New York (Associated Press, 2012). 
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of objective reality to a machine” (Virilio, 1994, p. 59). And so, apart from a select few, we have 

become absent from this process – the cameras look down at us from CCTV towers, webcams 

docilely stare back at us from our computer monitors and the drones and satellites observe measure 

and target without our knowledge, consent or right of reply. For media artist Jaime del Val, 

coordinator of Multiplicities in Motion: Affects, Embodiment and the Reversal of Cybernethics (del 

Val, 2013a), these systems of looking and controlling are an extension of Foucault’s political systems 

of control. They are also part of the “metabody” – as abstract and distinct from us as they have 

perversely become an extension of us and the systems we create. This is an important realisation for 

the Cyber City if its inhabitants are to negotiate terms with the uber–optics of machine vision. These 

new technologies are a part of an evolving networked system that is rapidly transforming into “a 

panchoreographic: a new (and old) regime of affective and kinetic power, whose privileged field of 

operations is in the structuring and pre–empting of perception and movement. The 

panchoreographic engineers a super alignment of perception built upon multiple strata, from 

Euclidean geometry and Renaissance perspective to ubiquitous cameras, screens and interfaces.” 

(del Val, 2013b) For Virilio, Foucault’s panopticon has evolved into a high–tech “megalascopy” 

turning the observer into the observed, a situation where the single becomes the many. Virilio notes 

this paradox of machine–attention has given way to a very gothic notion of the urge to look away – 

to internalise the horror of the real – to endure by not seeing, to gasp but not to have the air left to 

scream:  

 

With ‘teleobjectivity’, our eyes are thus not shut by the cathode screen alone; 
more than anything else we now no longer seek to see, to look around us, not 
even in front of us, but exclusively beyond the horizon of objective appearances. 
It is the fatal inattention that provides expectation of the unexpected – a 
paradoxical expectation, composed at once of covetousness and anxiety (Virilio, 
2007, p. 6). 

 

Virilio cites a 1953 observation by philosopher Maurice Meleau–Ponty as the origin story of 

this malaise: “To obey with your eyes shut is the onset of panic. In this world where denial and 

morose passions take the place of certainties, people seek above all not to see” (Meleau-Ponty in 

Virilio, 2007, p. 5). The techno–cultural narrative then bends away from the fictions of cinema and 

the video game console and the corporate dreamscape to an altogether more unsettling reality in 

which the future has become militarised and the only option is to look is away.  

Science fiction tropes and corporate futurism is active in the militarisation of the 

contemporary dreamscape – space exploration, homeland security and cyber defence being the 

predominant mythology. While the design of the optical mechanisms that support these endeavours 
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is military futurisms most fully realised technological 

system. The narrative of technological anxiety – the 

gothic high-tech sublime – is wound tightly into the 

fibres of this convergent fantasy. The U.S. Military for 

instance possesses a Corporate Communications 

division which authors techno-futurist narratives 

enlisting conventional advertorial infomercials to spruik 

the wholesome innovations of modern warfare and 

defence research with a beguiling cheerful tone. The 

mechanics of the fiction are familiar, taking a leaf out of 

the Chevrolet and Westinghouse playbook, the U.S. 

Military articulates the techno–futurist dream as an 

“intelligence” beneath the surface, the “brains” within 

the device (Ackerman & Bedke, 2010). The tools and 

methods of warfare become a playful mix of child–like 

humour and kitsch geek science. The U.S. Air Force is 

responsible for a range of slickly produced content 

including interactive animations, video infomercials and 

web portals. Under the banner of “Science Drives 

Everything We Do” the division has created an 

educational STEM portal to spruik their scientific 

research credentials to American High School students 

(and one would imagine those whom they would view 

as potential recruits, as the “Careers” button is quite 

prominent). The site mostly consists of graphics heavy 

video game–style web videos under the alluring 

techno–futurist categories of Lasers, G–Forces, 

Remotely Piloted Aircrafts, Micro Air Vehicles, GPS 

Satellites and Supersonic Flight (U.S. Air Force, 2013). In 

one playfully energetic video, AFRL: Create the Future, 

rockets from the sky become a science of fun: “When 

you see a rocket fly up in the air it is not just maths and 

science, it’s not just physics – it’s – fun.” Chemical 

weapon research becomes an artistic pursuit: “You get 

 

 

Figure 252 US Air Force "Science Drives 
Everything We Do" STEM website interface 
samples (U.S. Air Force, 2013). 

 

https://www.airforce.com/learn-about/stem/#/home
https://www.airforce.com/learn-about/stem/#/home
https://www.airforce.com/learn-about/stem/#/home
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to go in like an artist with your palette of chemicals and what you 

want to do and where you want to go is only limited by your 

imagination.” And robotic drone technologies become part of the 

war fighter’s sandpit: “Yeah we are playing with toys all day, but we 

are also learning to solve complex problems” (Air Force Research 

Laboratory, 2012). The U.S. Air Force collaborate regularly with 

outside partners – usually civilian companies which contribute to 

the war effort via technology development – to deliver programs 

and promotional collateral for the armed forces under the guise of 

science and innovation.  One of these companies is Northrop 

Grumman who produce a range of weapon technology and combat 

services such as the BattleSpace Command system, Electro-optical 

Weapon Systems, and the Midcourse Defence Fire Control & 

Communications missile defence system. Some of their specialist 

aircraft technology are staples of the U.S. Defence Department’s 

combat fleet including the RQ-4 Global Hawk drone, the A-10 

Thunderbolt Close Air Support aircraft, the E/A-18 Growler war 

fighter and the RainStorm Advanced Precision Targeting system. 

Their “charitable” arm is the Northrop Grumman Foundation which 

funds a range of education initiatives including the STEM Flix 

initiative which is an interactive video series featuring “Science Bob” 

and the Cyber Patriot National Youth Cyber Education Program. The 

corporate blurb for the Foundation on the STEM Flix site best 

explains Northrop Grumman’s playful relationship with the STEM 

(Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics) education 

initiative:  

 

STEM makes nearly everything we enjoy in our daily lives 
possible – from the circuits that make computer tablets 
work, to the materials used to make snowboards that allow 
you to do cool tricks! ... And what about some of things that 
you’d  IKE to do one day, like travel through time?! Well, 
while you might not be able to click your heels and end up 
back in the land of the dinosaurs just yet, the technology to 
make it possible may be closer than you think – all thanks to 
STEM! (Northrop Grumman Foundation, 2013). 
 

 

 
Figure 253 Samples of the 
navigation tiles from the Northrop 
Grumman website home page 
(Northrop Grumman, 2013b). 

 

 
Figure 254 “Science Bob” from 
the Northrop Grumman 
Corporate Responsibility STEMFlix  
website (Northrop Grumman 
Foundation, 2013). 

 

http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/BattlespaceCommand/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/AdvancedElectronics/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/AdvancedElectronics/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/MissileDefense/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/MissileDefense/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/GlobalHawk/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/A10ThunderboltII/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/A10ThunderboltII/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/EA18GGrowler/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/RainStorm/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/default.aspx/
http://www.uscyberpatriot.org/Pages/default.aspx
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 This text is accompanied by a menu which links to “Fun Facts”, an appearance schedule for 

Science Bob, “Experiments & Activities” and the mandatory “Media Gallery”. Below this is a 

corporate statement that articulates the Northrop Grumman PR mantra: “Our Foundation is a 

charitable giving arm of a company that makes everything from robots to satellites, allowing people 

to communicate with each other, help explore new horizons, protect our citizens, and so much 

more” (Northrop Grumman Foundation, 2013). Any acknowledgement of the products and services 

Northrorp Grumman are actually responsible for developing and deploying on the battle field are 

notable for their absence. On the Cyber Patriot program home page Northrop Grumman in 

partnership with the U.S. Air Force Association carefully blend the corporate and government 

agendas of the STEM initiative (pdf), the cyber security threat and the Patriot Act (pdf): 

 

The CyberPatriot National Youth Cyber Education Program was created by the Air 
Force Association to inspire high school students toward careers in cybersecurity 
or other science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines 
critical to our nation's future. At the core of the CyberPatriot program is the 
National Youth Cyber Defense Competition, which challenges teams of students 
to resolve real-life cybersecurity situations in a virtual environment (Northrop 
Grumman Foundation & Air Force Association, 2013). 
 

  

And while Northrop Grumman maybe very open about their role in the Defence industry, the 

procurement of government contracts and the capabilities of their technologies via the extensive 

archive of media they make available on the company’s website and their YouTube channel the toll 

their technology inflicts on human life is less obvious. The narrative of the company’s promotional 

video, Defining the Future, is familiar corporate futurism yet with a disturbing war faring twist.98 The 

video features all manner of technologies: laser sighted weaponry, bad guys seen through night 

vision goggles, satellites scanning and probing the globe, drone aircraft silhouetted against sunsets, 

submarines and battleships cruising the high seas, colourful flashy graphics of radars and targeting 

systems, lasers shooting down missiles, lasers scanning faces, rockets in space, explosions in space 

and computers – computer code, computer chips and computer interfaces – lots and lots of shiny 

high-tech.  

Over these images is what at first listen could be mistaken for a ‘90s power ballad, it is all 

majors and high melodrama, a song about security, strength and endurance. Imagine Tomorrow is a 

                                                            
98 The production values and stylisation of Northrop Grumman’s promotional collateral from this period  2006-
2009) is distinct for its melodramatic – almost camp – tone and B-grade production values. Worth sourcing is 
the promotional reel for Northrop Grumman’s Technical Services division. The description on the YouTube clip 
reads: “Northrop Grumman Technical Services Movie Trailer. Everybody wants to know "Who Are These 
Guys?" (Northrop Grumman, 2009). 

http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/FunFacts.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/TheaterSchedule.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/AboutScienceBob.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/Experiments.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/Media.aspx
http://www.uscyberpatriot.org/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/stem_stratplan_2013.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-107hr3162enr/pdf/BILLS-107hr3162enr.pdf
http://www.northropgrumman.com/MediaResources/Pages/VideoGallery.aspx
http://www.northropgrumman.com/CorporateResponsibility/CorporateCitizenship/Education/STEMFlix/Pages/Experiments.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/user/northropgrummanmedia
http://drones.pitchinteractive.com/
http://youtu.be/Zvp6lPW2t_8
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love song to the future, a bespoke composition wrapped up in religious symbolism, American 

patriotism and saccharine futurist imagery:  

 

The first light of the cosmos 

A vision of the past 

A snapshot of light years gone by 

It’s the light we use for searching 

It’s the light we use to fight 

For miracles to capture if we try 

The future is dawning in our eyes 

Imagine tomorrow and all that we can do 

Building the future today  

A future for you 

(Northrop Grumman, 2007) 

 

In a more menacing context, military futurism also takes place in the U.S. Defence Department’s 

various colleges and think tanks, not as PR but as a research strategy. What started with DARPA in 

1969 continues with DARPA in the new millennium as network properties and artificial intelligence 

  

   
Figure 255 Screenshots from Designing the Future promotional video (Northrop Grumman, 2007). 

 

http://youtu.be/OHL_DS3G7lk
http://youtu.be/OHL_DS3G7lk
http://youtu.be/OHL_DS3G7lk
http://youtu.be/OHL_DS3G7lk
http://youtu.be/OHL_DS3G7lk
http://youtu.be/OHL_DS3G7lk
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initiatives continue to be central 

protagonists in the military technology 

agenda. In a narrative construct similar to 

that of the corporations which manufacture 

and market communication technologies to 

the general public the signification of the 

network and the language of the 

information society comes full circle. 

Discussed openly in an article published in 

2010 on the Armed Forces Communications 

and Electronics Association (AFCEA) 

website, Maj. Gen. Curtis M. Bedke, USAF, 

commander of the Air Force Research 

Laboratory (AFRL) likens the future of drone 

warfare to the hive–like behaviour of a 

social network: “ ots of flying brains making 

real–time decisions all within the 

parameters of the rules of engagement 

established ahead of time” (Ackerman & 

Bedke, 2010). Effectively warfare by proxy, 

warfare by joystick, the machine’s view 

from above becomes Virilio’s megalascopy 

in real time, in high definition. Meanwhile 

the angel–like presence of unseen 

technology above and beyond the horizon is 

not designed to prevent the sky from falling 

but to make the fall more precise. Here the 

space of flows is a stop–and–go affair, the 

information space becomes the 

“battlespace”, contested by nation states 

and manipulated by “technology” and 

“leading edge science”. It becomes then an 

automated process where “humans would 

remain in the loop” in an almost 

Figure 256 The Matrix Revolutions (The Wachowski Bros, 2003). 

Figure 257 I, Robot (Proyas, 2004). 

Figure 258 Sky Captain & the World of Tomorrow (Conran, 2004). 

Figure 259 Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones (Lucas, 2002) 

Figure 260 Terminator III: Rise of the Machines (Mostow, 2003). 
 

http://www.afcea.org/content/?q=node/2200
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subordinate monitoring capacity as “brains with wings” become “more autonomous” their behaviour 

eerily echoing Jaron  anier’s network–hive mentality as they seek to maintain a “dominant offensive 

cyber engagement” (Ackerman & Bedke, 2010). This is the inverse of the techno–futurist space 

dream. Instead this is the nightmare scenario evoked in a sequence of ‘swarm films’ which appeared 

in quick succession in the years immediately following 9/11. Beginning in 2002 with George  ucas’ 

Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones (Lucas, 2002) and continuing with Arnold Schwarzenegger’s 

last outing as the Terminator in the 3rd instalment of the series, Rise of the Machines (Mostow, 2003), 

The Matrix  sequel Matrix Revolutions (The Wachowski Brothers, 2003), I, Robot (Proyas, 2004), and 

Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow (Conran, 2004). Here the anxiety of out–of–control swarms 

of autonomous A.I. is writ large on an epic canvas (see Figures 256-260). This is at odds with 

Spielberg and Kubrick’s more moralistic investigation from mid–2001. In A.I. Artificial Intelligence 

(Spielberg, 2001a) the ‘robots’ were more human than human and the anxiety of the swarm had yet 

to fall from the sky. Each of the swarm films in one way or another is a parable of the potential 

dangers lurking within the apparent superior organisation of the hive. The dust jacket premise from 

the forthcoming film from Spielberg adapted from Daniel Wilson’s 2011 bestselling novel, 

Robopocalypse, perfectly describes the swarm as viral digital object: 

 

In the near future, at a moment no one will notice, all the dazzling technology that 
runs our world will unite and turn against us. Taking on the persona of a shy 
human boy, a childlike but massively powerful artificial intelligence known as 
Archos comes online and assumes control over the global network of machines 
that regulate everything from transportation to utilities, defense and 
communication (Wilson, 2011). 
 

 
Figure 261 The cover of Daniel Wilson's 2011 novel Robopocalypse (Wilson, 2011) and a still from Ridley Scott's 1982 film Blade 
Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982) 
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These films speak to the darkness within the gothic high–tech ferment; a speculative genre 

of cinema – of technophilia cinema perhaps – even though they exude in their execution the 

technological expertise of high–end CGI production techniques. Yet what these narratives also 

embody is the fear of the swarm – a mistrust of human nature when it succumbs to the pull of the 

pack, the mob, the horde. Could it be that our fear of the robot swarm is not based on a 

technological agent but the very primal instincts we fear exist deep within ourselves? 

Perhaps the first modern cinematic parable to wrestle with such questions was Ridley Scott’s 

Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982). As we adopt the machine we adopt the possibility that we take on 

machine like thinking and conversely the machine adopts human like cunning and the ability to 

wilfully deceive. Here emotions are carved out by logic rather than feeling and the analogue touch 

becomes the algorithm of virtuality. Towards the end of Scott’s riddle the main protagonist, the 

bounty hunter Deckard, programmed with memories that he thinks are real, discovers – despite 

himself – the capacity to love. His masculine generic film noir persona compromised by the human 

simulation. He is the simulation simulating the fiction. As Michael Newman writes, “The irony of the 

film is that the frame for simulation is not reality but simulation itself: what we view in the cinema is 

already a totally simulated reality where the humans conform to stereotypes as much as the 

replicants, coded in the eclectic mixture of movie genres and period styles. Indeed, towards the end 

of the film the replicants come to elicit our sympathy, as victims who seem more vivid than the 

humans” (Newman, 1983). Blade Runner and the swarm films tell us not that we have been robbed 

of a new technological utopia but that the opposite is unknowable, that the actual catastrophe is the 

trauma of not knowing one’s self. As critic Andrew Milner observed in the final moments of Blade 

Runner: 

 

There is indeed a sense in which Deckard and Rachael can be read as a new Adam 
and Eve escaping into a new Eden. But Rachael is certainly not a woman and, if 
Scott is to be believed, nor is Deckard a man: these are replicants. If that is the 
ending postmodern humans want, then this is so for reasons precisely the obverse 
of Heldreth’s, not only because we like our men to be men, and our women 
women, but because we’re also no longer very concerned whether either is still 
actually human, no longer entirely persuaded of our evolutionary superiority as a 
species (Milner, 2004, p. 274). 
 
 

And here is the rub. If this new found inferiority were true–– what would it take for us to 

lower the gaze, to look away from the stars? And while the swarm films layout decaying gothic vistas 

of menace and exhilaration – a utopian promise now riddled with swarms of clones and bots and 

machines and avatars – do we negate hope for abject resignation? What do we know of ourselves 
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when we cannot recognise what is ours? The neo–

gothic narrative being played out here is not only 

the obvious novum governing all of the swarm 

films (that the A.I. has developed an unnerving 

mistrust of their human counterparts) but that 

humans have developed a disconcerting lack of 

faith in ourselves? To look and not to know: to 

design, build and then to ultimately secede to the 

technology. To construct in our image a vengeful 

enforcer capable of very human notions of control 

and of justice - is this not the role of the Terminator 

(Cameron, 1984) and of the Robocop (Verhoeven, 

1987)? Are these wide screen imaginings science 

fiction’s ultimate technological object – the robotic 

cyborg warrior? Each of these films presents a very 

dystopian view of our present-future world, a place 

damaged by peculiarly human failings and broken 

political systems. This is a place in which the cyborg 

from the future (and the past, as it were) is 

required to mete out justice and save the humans 

from themselves.99 

There is evidence that the 1980s fantasies 

of warrior cyborgs have contemporary real world 

templates. DARPA inspired projects include the 

Boston Dynamics ATLAS (Agile Anthropomorphic) 

humanoid robot and NASA’s Valkyrie  Val  

robonaut both of which feature prominent electric 

blue central processors in their chests (see Figures 

262 & 263). While the Lockheed Martin HULC 

(Human Universal Load Carrier) system is an 

untethered hydraulic powered exoskeleton which 

promises “performance enhancement for 

                                                            
99 And isn’t the Iron Man (Favreau, 2008) the post-millennium Robocop cypher? A charismatic war profiteer in 
an augmented metallic suit albeit with a robotic (electric blue) heart? 

Figure 262 ATLAS (Agile Anthropomorphic) humanoid 
robot (Boston Dynamics, 2013a) 

Figure 263 The Valkyrie (Val) robonaut (NASA, 2013g) 

Figure 264 Robocop (Verhoeven, 1987) 

Figure 265 Iron Man (Favreau, 2008) 

 

http://www.theroboticschallenge.org/teamlist
http://www.bostondynamics.com/robot_Atlas.html
http://www.theroboticschallenge.org/node/59
http://www.lockheedmartin.com.au/us/products/hulc.html
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sustained capabilities” in the battlespace  see Figure 266). The suit is certainly reminiscent of the 

anthropomorphic augmentation worn by 

Matt Damon’s character Max Da Costa in the 

film Elysium (Blomkamp, 2013) (see Figure 

267). And yet unlike Elysium in which such 

technology is considered brutal and primitive 

and employed to literally crash through the 

class system on an off-world colony, 

Lockheed Martin is producing an expensive 

and very exclusive top order augmented 

warrior system. In many ways this integration 

of science and fiction by Lockheed Martin, 

Boston Dynamics and NASA demonstrates a 

very obvious – and very violent – pathway 

towards a potential melding of human and 

device.100  

The present reality however is much 

more subtle. In the interim, as we construct 

the fantasies and the hypothesis of an 

impending robotic future simultaneously in 

the cinemaplex and the research laboratory, 

we defer to the personal A.I. charm we clutch 

in our hands. The smart phone device has 

emerged as the first personal simulation 

machine that has become intimately present 

in our everyday and increasingly our every 

moment; here the black mirror becomes a 

precursor to the robot that knows everything. 

                                                            
100 In late 2013 the United Nation’s Convention on Conventional Weapons added the issue of emerging “killer 
robots” to its agenda for 2014. As reported in Forbes there has been a campaign by 45 non-governmental 
organisations “to get fully autonomous weapons banned before computer scientists and engineers get a 
chance to develop them” (Parnell, 2013). The article makes clear the distinction that the affiliation of NGOs, 
Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, is campaigning against the autonomy of military robots not the engineering of 
robots for civilian purposes. “Currently, unmanned aerial vehicles – UAVs or drones – are still under some 
human control, being piloted from the ground for example, but campaigners believe that nations all over the 
world are moving towards systems with full combat control” (Parnell, 2013). 

Figure 266 The HULC (Human Universal Load Carrier) system 
(Lockheed Martin, 2013). 

Figure 267 Concept art for Elysium by Aaron Beck (Becks & 
WETA, 2010). 

 

http://www.stopkillerrobots.org/
http://www.stopkillerrobots.org/
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Does this ultimate digital object bring us then to the brink of a simulated present-future-space in 

which augmented machine intelligence is our downlink to the real and the keeper of human 

consciousness? Is the iUser in concert with ubiquitous personal device technology exhibiting en 

masse swarm-like behaviour? Are we witnessing the emergence of the networked hive’s most 

superior creation? 

The Air Force Research Laboratory casts the hive mentality101 as a “leading edge technology” 

a collaboration of disciplines capable of “persistent and responsive precision engagement”. General 

Bedke’s characterisation of the U.S. Airforce drone army as an intelligent swarm that will sweep the 

skies with silent shock and awe is certainly an extension of the small mobile intelligent autonomous 

system and an illustration of the gothic high–tech sublime in full flight. In this idealised narrative of 

technological suprematism, military drones “are guided by autonomous programming that allows 

them to change their objective mid–mission like a flock of birds suddenly changing direction.” And 

alarmingly, if the will to autonomy is the first step in this process – and as the General’s statements 

date back to 2010 we must presume this has already taken place102 – then the long term agenda of 

shaping the theatre of war is even more compelling: 

 

The dynamic battle environment that characterizes today’s warfighting is a major 
driver for these smaller, faster, less–expensive systems. But the general 
emphasizes that they are not being conceived to react to changes in the 
battlespace. Rather, the aim is for these systems to shape the battlespace to suit 
U.S. military goals. These future systems would bring new characteristics that 
would allow U.S. forces to exploit the battlespace (Ackerman & Bedke, 2010). 
 

This goes beyond a mere reshaping of the systems of control, this is not purely an act of 

observation and surveillance by an autonomous system, this is the system literally assuming control. 

And the system in question is a military network of drones flying at high altitudes programmed to 

hunt and kill. This position then contextualises the gothic tendencies of millennial culture and 

                                                            
101 DARPA announced in March 2014 that it was developing a unified “hive system” to control swarms of 
autonomous aircraft, the program known as Collaborative Operations in Denied Environments  CODE  “is an 
effort to ready today’s relatively primitive drones for “dynamic” future conflicts, which the agency believes will 
be marked by “a higher level of threats, contested electromagnetic spectrum, and re-locatable targets” (RT 
News, 2013a). According to the DARPA press release, “Using collaboration algorithms, [drones] can provide 
services to each other, such as geolocating targets with long-distance sensors and guiding less-capable systems 
within their sensor range, providing multimodal sensors and diverse observation angles to improve target 
identification, transmitting critical information through the network...[and] protecting each other by 
overwhelming defenses and other stratagems” (DARPA, 2014). 

102 See video documentation of autonomous drones in an article on The Atlantic website and drones operating 
in a swarm like capacity on the Nature website. Miniature combat aerial vehicles are also under development 
and prototypes can be viewed here.  

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/02/like-a-swarm-of-lethal-bugs-the-most-terrifying-drone-video-yet/273270/
http://www.nature.com/news/autonomous-drones-flock-like-birds-1.14776
http://youtu.be/CXEy5udocV0
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reveals that below the surface, beyond the illumination, beyond the screen lies a substance to the 

darkness. The dark euphoric nature of the fall back to earth comes vividly into play. The liquid 

electric is perhaps more than just a technological metaphor, it may yet function as a guide, a 

directive or bi–product of something far more toxic – a laser sight perhaps – pinpointing the target in 

the HUD of a drone strike orchestrated from a soft leather office chair in Florida and executed in the 

dusty hillocks of north–western provinces of Pakistan. But it is in the example of Blade Runner (as it 

is to some degree in Elysium) that the system employed to identify and pursue a replicant – and here 

too once identified a target is killed on sight – is a nuanced hierarchal process based effectively on 

race.  

 

Social attitudes towards replicants are racist: a police captain refers to them as 
‘skin–jobs’… Deckard tells us that this is the equivalent of ‘nigger’ in our own time. 
Moreover, as in racist societies generally, a great deal of emphasis is put on the 
making of ever finer distinctions between the dominant group and those believed 
to be inferior. And this emphasis results from the increasing difficulty of sustaining 
any clear or justifiable distinction between master and slave (Kuhn, 1990, p. 43). 
 

With respect to a potential “targeted killing” by robotic drone strike there are numerous 

criteria employed by the U.S. Military and the CIA when establishing an initial “kill list”103. This 

doctrine of individual targeting is known as “effects–based targeting”. A “pattern of life” analysis is 

undertaken to establish their involvement with an “organized armed group” verifying their “status” 

and “effectiveness” within that network in order to create maximum disruption within their 

organisation through their elimination. This information is kept digitally in what is known as an 

Electronic Targeting Folder  ETF  or “disposition matrix.” This is digital fatalism at its most brutal and 

most belligerent. Here the network becomes the stick by which we measure the effectiveness of an 

act of killing, as Gregory McNeal observes; “While a single individual may be significant because of 

his status as a member of an organized armed group, to the analyst, the target’s importance is not 

based solely on his status, but more importantly on that target’s relationship to the broader 

operational system.” (McNeal, 2013) Of course nationality, ethnicity, religious ties, geographical 

location and race are factors in the establishment of a target. In the so–called War On Terror, the 

hierarchal top–down mostly anonymous enterprise of drone warfare – something that occurs mostly 

in secret and at a distance of tens of thousands of miles – the distinctions and prejudices at work are 

as procedural – and lethal – as the identification and retirement of a replicant in Blade Runner. And 

                                                            
103 See New York Times article from May 29 2012, Secret ‘Kill List’ Proves a Test of Obama’s Principles and Will, 
by Jo Becker and Scott Shane who first exposed the President’s direct involvement in counterterrorism 
meetings with his top security apparatus, colloquially known as “Terror Tuesdays”, in which he personally 
authorises “targeted killings” using unmanned drones (Becker & Shane, 2012). 

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/29/world/obamas-leadership-in-war-on-al-qaeda.html
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yet what if the effects–based targeting for the drone becomes an internal inward looking doctrine? 

Surely the paranoia which authored the power structures which made drone strikes possible – and 

by extension the more extreme science fiction cousins in the swarm films – must have conceived of a 

domestic battle space? The often quoted line from the U.S. Oath of Allegiance bears remembering: 

“to protect and defend the constitution against all enemies foreign and domestic”  emphasis added . 

 

In 2002 the U.S. Army established the North Command (NorthCom) which has since had an 

annually refreshed on–call Combat Team to “provide command and control for federal homeland 

defence efforts and coordinate defence support for civil authorities” (Cavallaro, 2008). A study by 

the U.S. Military’s Strategic Studies Institute, “Known Unknowns: Unconventional ‘Strategic Shocks’ 

in Defense Strategy Development”, articulates the prevailing conditions by which the Department of 

Defense would be required to “fill the gap” with force in a domestic situation: “Widespread civil 

violence inside the United States would force the defence establishment to reorient priorities in 

extremis to defend basic domestic order and human security.” A range of pathways to mass civil 

unrest are contemplated including, “deliberate employment of weapons of mass destruction or 

 

  
Figure 269 General Atomics MQ–1 Predator UAV drone (Wigglesworth & Associated Press, 2013) and (C. Anderson & Getty 
Images, 2013). 

 

 

  
Figure 269 General Atomics MQ–9 Reaper UAV drone (Battlespace Flight Services, 2010). 
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other catastrophic capabilities, unforeseen economic collapse, loss of functioning political and legal 

order, purposeful domestic resistance or insurgency, pervasive public health emergencies, and 

catastrophic natural and human disasters are all paths to disruptive domestic shock.” The 

Department of Defense is advised that they, “might be forced by circumstances to put its broad 

resources at the disposal of civil authorities to contain and reverse violent threats to domestic 

tranquillity” (Freier, 2008). Matt Car writing in the journal Race and Class illustrates a variety of 

circumstances in which the U.S. Military and its various wings have employed virtual scenarios, 

computer based simulations and other digital means to construct the future battle space. This 

“military futurism” describes a pervasively apocalyptic future trend in both foreign conflict and 

domestic civil disobedience. Their scenario modelling focuses primarily on counter–insurgency based 

operations featuring urban close quarter combat and widespread mass destruction by rogue nuclear 

conflict and catastrophic weather events. But it is the urban space that is the most dystopic of these 

visions and most reminiscent of the gothic high–tech malaise: 

 

This image of the city as the primary battleground of the future is a key element in 
the military dystopia. In these images of the ‘broken’ cities of the future, military 
futurism really shows its debt to science fiction, in its fusion of contemporary 
urban battlegrounds such as Mogadishu and Fallujah, the blighted slums of Sao 
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Port–Au–Prince with the ravaged cinematic cityscapes 
of Robocop, Escape from New York, and Mad Max and video games such as 
Shadowrun: feral cities, whose designers promise exciting virtual combat in 
‘decaying urban wilds, war–torn cityscapes, and cancerous megabarrens’ in which 
‘the usual rules and constants of civilized society don’t apply’ (Carr, 2010, p. 23). 

 

 

Indeed, the digitalisation of the military’s future is embedded in the art direction of the 

broken mega–city and the dense atmospheric simulations designed to train the future combat 

soldier. In this space the imagery is designed to evoke the dystopian visions of science fiction cinema 

and video games – which for the most part are science fiction and for the most part dystopian – 

while the gameplay, although physically reminiscent of console gaming, is designed to simulate life 

and death scenarios are themselves based on a completely fictitious narrative projection born from 

darkest imaginings of military futurism. And so, while the image stream of dystopian films (I Am 

Legend, Cloverfield, Battle: Los Angeles, Inception, The Avengers and the Man of Steel) and games 

(Homefront, Crysis 3, Modern Warfare 3 and Call of Duty: Ghosts) recall the destruction wrought on 

9/11 through the simulation of that destruction and the navigation of its wreckage via a new layer of 

carnage, similar technologies are now being employed to train soldiers and pilots to exact that 

destruction’s revenge – both foreign and domestic. The visual narratives of these elaborate 

constructions would seem to have collided and mashed into the military futurist narrative of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Am_Legend_%28film%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Am_Legend_%28film%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloverfield
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle:_Los_Angeles
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inception_film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Avengers_%282012_film%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man_of_steel_film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homefront_%28video_game%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crysis_3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_of_Duty:_Modern_Warfare_3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_of_Duty:_Ghosts
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domesticated urban warfare in what has become a shared virtual space of gothic high-tech 

assemblage. 

Here the dominant ideological force is still active – the master and the slave relationship – 

compelled to pursue conflicts for nefarious geopolitical and economic motives: New Age Colonialism 

with a twist of terror. Carr cites security analyst Richard K. Norton’s 2003 article in the US Navy War 

College Review entitled Feral cities – the new strategic environment, in which “Norton’s depictions of 

the feral city recall an older dichotomy between civilisation and barbarism, cleanliness and 

defilement, law and disorder that has often been replayed in western depictions of the wider world.” 

And while Carr agrees it is not hard to imagine that some of the scenarios proposed by Norton for the 

collapse of mega–cities might indeed occur – Norton cites potential candidates Mexico City, 

Johannesburg and Rio de Janeiro – but “what is striking about the military dystopian imagination is 

not just the dark future that it conjures up but the assumptions that underpin its conclusions.” For 

Carr it is a startlingly dark and gothic self–fulfilling prophecy in which so–called “feral” inhabitants 

reminiscent of “mutant creations of H. P.  ovecraft crossed with extras from Black Hawk Down” 

regress to a brutal, untamed “pre–modern state of nature that no longer responds to anything but 

military force” (Carr, 2010, p. 24). 

This type of fantasy, authored by a former naval commander working within a powerful and 

influential U.S. institution like the U.S. War College, perpetuates the myth and its associated 

anxieties, of an unstable future of literal class warfare. Under the watchful eye of an increasingly 

fragmented and lusty American military, a military ruffled by the debacle in Iraq and nervous about 

the “unknown” future, such apocalyptic fantasies are the narratives which keep the gears of 

industrial military complex in motion. This hysteria fuels the research and development arms of the 

military that continue to invest at an exponential rate in virtual, unmanned and robotic instruments 

of war. As artist Joseph DeLappe, instigator of The 1,000 Drones Project, observes of the potential 

ubiquity of robotics and drone technology: 

 

There is something different about drones. They seem to perfectly combine 
aspects of our worst fantasies of digital technologies, interactivity, computer 
gaming and war. One might consider them a bit of a "gateway" weapon (the drug 
reference is of course intentional here). I suspect we have indeed opened a 
Pandora's box leading to the further utilization of remote and robotized weaponry 
that will make our current drone usage seem quaint (Garrett & DeLappe, 2014).  
 

 In the next decade alone it is estimated that the U.S. military will increase its annual 

expenditure on drone capabilities from its current growth rate of US$6.6 billion to US$11.4 billion per 

year over the next ten years. At a time when the U.S. Military is scaling back expenditure on its forces 

http://1000drones.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/the-1000-drones-project-participatory.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/24/us/politics/pentagon-plans-to-shrink-army-to-pre-world-war-ii-level.html?_r=0
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Figure 270 Plastic model kit of MQ–9 Reaper (Italeri, 
2012). 

 
Figure 271 American Military Robots (CNN, 2011). 

Figure 272 The Wild Cat robot (Boston Dynamics, 2013b). 

Figure 273 The Cheetah robot (Boston Dynamics & 
DARPA, 2012). 

 

(Shanker & Cooper, 2014) total military spending 

on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle systems (UAV) will 

reach US$110 billion by 2020 (UPI, 2012). 

Meanwhile research continues at the U.S. 

Department of Defence research arm DARPA – and 

by a tight knit cohort of corporate military 

contractors such as Lockheed Martin, Raytheon 

Company, Northrop Grumman, General Atomics 

and Boston Dynamics – into modes of robotic and 

virtual warfare. As Carr ominously notes: 

 

The Pentagon is currently seeking 
contractors to provide a ‘Multi–Robot 
Pursuit System’ that would enable 
packs of robots to ‘search for and 
detect a non–cooperative human’ – a 
proposal that Steve Wright, a robotics 
expert at Leeds University, described as 
‘the beginnings of something designed 
to enable robots to hunt down humans 
like a pack of dogs’. All these 
preparations may be paving the way for 
a future every bit as inhospitable for 
human beings as the one they are 
supposedly intended to prevent (Carr, 
2010, p. 28). 
 

Within the cinema of clones, the U.S. 

Military’s desire for autonomous warfare, the 

megalascopy of ubiquitous machine vision and the 

flipping of the master/slave power structure the 

texture and direction of the neo–gothic narrative 

becomes clear. The language, the visual 

iconography and the science fiction aesthetics 

comingle to form a techno-cultural condition that 

is dark, constant and devolving the human enterprise. What we are seeing, according to Adam 

Rothstein, is the emergence of the politics of cosmological capital as a present–future archetype:  

 

Drones’, as we have come to know them, represent an intensely collapsed 
political, economic, and social cosmology. They are singular points of world–

http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
http://www.lockheedmartin.com/us/innovations.html
http://www.raytheon.com/capabilities/missiledefense/
http://www.raytheon.com/capabilities/missiledefense/
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/Unmannedsystems/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.ga-asi.com/products/index.php
http://www.bostondynamics.com/
http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
http://youtu.be/pbuu92eNANY
http://youtu.be/cV396hiV65Q
http://youtu.be/X5vsy1i4tsk
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historical militarism, state control, and technological specialty, orbiting high above 
our heads, the new astrological wanderers of our mortal fates. The MQ–1 
Predator, MQ–4 Global Hawk, MQ–9 Reaper, RQ–170 Sentinel: these names are 
the basis of a new hierarchical choir of angels (Rothstein, 2012). 
 

In this regard, the drone, the clone, the automaton are part of a hierarchal system pre–ordained to 

lock down our field of vision thereby 

redirecting the horizon line and 

appropriating the “synthetic images 

created by the machine for the 

machine.” (Virilio, 1994, p. 61) If we 

cringe at the language of “targeted 

killings” and “battlespaces”, of “kill lists” 

and “precision engagement” then 

“unknown unknowns” becomes a 

desirable defence. For given privilege to 

such things, if we were to imagine them 

as evocative digital objects in the game 

space – the blood of children and the 

rubble of lounge rooms and the stench 

of rotting corpses – the simulation 

would be too real. The shock is not real 

because real doesn’t exist. Not on my 

television, not on my Facebook page, 

and most likely not on yours either. 

Certainly, like the broader gothic high–

tech dreamscape it weighs heavily on 

one’s consciousness, even if we have 

trained ourselves not to acknowledge it, 

even if we have built a technological 

barrier – a black mirror – to contain it, to 

compress it, to digitise it. Discussing 

Benjamin, Fredric Jameson observes 

how, “modern society, perhaps on 

account of the increasing number of 

shocks of all kinds to which the organism 

Figure 274 Result of drone attack north–western Pakistan (Getty 
Images, 2013a). 

Figure 275 Mourning the casualties of a 2006 CIA Drone Strike in 
Pakistan (Getty Images, 2006). 

Figure 276 Syed Wali Shah aged–7, killed by a drone strike in Dande 
Darpa Khel, Pakistan, August 21 2009 (Behram, 2009). 
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is now subjected, these defence mechanisms are no longer personal ones: a whole series of 

mechanical substitutes intervenes between consciousness and its objects, shielding us perhaps, yet 

at the same time depriving us of any way of assimilating what happens to us or transforming our 

sensations into any genuinely personal experience” (Jameson, 1971, p. 63). 

Are we thereby absolved of these 

tragedies through our dislocation via the 

mediation of the screen and the 

fragmentation of the network? Is this the 

end–game of the postmodern condition 

of evolutionary succession – the human 

with the robot, control with the control 

room, the blue planet with the red planet 

– is it in fact in the process of destroying 

itself? Where will all the drones go when 

they reach the end of the kill list, where 

will the Hellfire missiles be pointed next, 

how far the reach of the “gigantic 

phantom limb of humanity”? And what 

of us then, up here on the off–world, the 

distracted tormented iUser subjugated to 

the earthbound perspective of machine 

vision? Which simulation do we prefer in 

the Cyber City of our discontent? Have 

we become Virilio’s “lounge lizards” 

bobbing in our weightless obesity on the 

spacecraft Axiom that dystopian ark of 

vulgar humanity from the film Wall–E? (Stanton, 2008) A place of hyper–consumerism and extreme 

inertia, where neon signs scream “Eat Eat Eat” and “Buy Shop  ive” and “Buy Eat Play” where 

holographic screens hang permanently in front of passenger’s faces the permanent image loop 

advertising products, services and food (see Figure 277). As Vrilio reminds us, “since the wave of 

electromagnetic fields flooded the earth with audiovisuality, not only has the skyline been locked 

down in the rectangle of the screen, of all the screens, but the spectator has now morphed into a 

televiewer who stretches out or, rather, lies down in front of it” (Virilio, 2007, p. 23). And indeed, 

here they are, reclining in the spacecraft lounges in their spacecraft suits sipping their spacecraft 

 

 

Figure 277 Wall–E (Stanton, 2008). 

 

 

http://youtu.be/YV0j7ohPQvM
http://youtu.be/YV0j7ohPQvM
http://youtu.be/YV0j7ohPQvM
http://youtu.be/YV0j7ohPQvM
http://youtu.be/YV0j7ohPQvM
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sodas waiting for Tarkovsky’s Zone to reclaim the scorched Earth below so they may one day 

heroically return to the green field of some impossible ancient Utopian ideal (Tarkovsky, 1979).104 

Until then, we look down, away – anywhere but up – locked in on the earth below, while our 

machines assume an authoritarian control, executing their stealth–like dominance over the blue 

planet. The paradigm shift in attention and perspective is altering dramatically, as the technologies of 

scientific investigation, of global entertainment services, of communication networks, of 

transportation infrastructure and military domination focus their sensors upon the image of the 

earth. This new earth aesthetic is converting the earth into a quantifiable digital object whose 

properties constitute a rich digital surface tapestry. The Geo–Eye satellite network circles above – the 

master view – cataloguing the urban grid, fetishizing the “digital globe” at 34cm square earth pixels, 

while NASA’s  andsat 7, ASTER and MODIS satellites look down measuring changes in the texture and 

fabric of the earth’s surface mapping our viral march across its surface. At ground level the vision 

machine penetrates the human experience in a networked world. CCTV cameras produce vast 

detailed patchworks of urban panoramas with the potential to create a rolling video document in 

multiple dimensions; Google Street View is devouring the landscape, the street, the sidewalk, the 

suburban front yard, the farm and the highway, as Jon Rafman observes: “Google Street Views 

present a universe observed by the detached gaze of an indifferent Being. Its cameras witness but do 

not act in history” (Rafman & Conroy, 2009); facial recognition software performs identity drills 

interrogating the image – looking in–at–through the pixels under our skin; “on–body video” cameras 

are giving law enforcement permanent memory banks – a wide screen 1st person point of view of the 

suspect, the crime, the moment – instantaneous evidence; the iRobot PackBot infiltrates the 

environment to capture, document and control the uninhabitable, the hostile and the toxic. This is 

the ultimate form of digital aesthetic, the earth as pixel and our reality as 3D video space.  

 From beyond the stratosphere or behind the lens of the surveillance object context and 

meaning is impossible to define, morality an absent figure as the edges of the frame recede into 

infinite space. These vision machines and their petabytes of data are of course significant digital 

objects by themselves, yet together this awesome database of images constitutes a dense archive of 

machine truth; their exactness, their resolution and their complexity making the simulation the 

reality. This is the real cyberspace, the Cyber City’s most intense augmentation. This is the Universe’s 

                                                            
104 Based on the 1972 novel by the Strugatsky Brothers, Roadside Picnic, Russian filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky 
created the iconic film Stalker in 1979. Featuring the common Utopian trope of a “return to the green fields” 
as its central novum, “the Zone is visualised as a Chernobyl–like scarred, post–industrial landscape of ruins, 
waste, rubbish, of the remnants of industrial civilisation corroded dilapidated and rapidly being reclaimed by 
nature.” To be found in this place “is quite literally the answer to all human wishes, something which in the 
last instance holds the promise of eternal happiness for all humanity” (Hatherley, 2008). 

http://launch.geoeye.com/LaunchSite/
http://geofuse.geoeye.com/maps/Map.aspx
http://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/about.asp
http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/about/
http://www.policemag.com/channel/technology/articles/2013/07/on-body-video-the-future-of-policing-arrives.aspx
http://www.irobot.com/us/learn/defense/packbot.aspx
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memory planted in the network by the machine – the earth as replicant – the ultimate blue planet 

assemblage. 

 

///// 

 

In the final chapter I examine the work of several media artists, Trevor Paglen, James Bridle and 

Thomas Ruff, who work at the edges of machine vision and tackle the politics of optics and 

surveillance directly through their arts practice. While I do not discuss my own creative work at any 

great length in this passage it should be understood that the aesthetics and structural dynamics of my 

photographic series Dark Euphoria is strongly influenced and thematically linked with the work of 

Paglen, Bridle and Ruff. To close off this visual exploration of neo-gothic narrative I describe my own 

personal excursion into America’s most explicit rendering of dark euphoria, Ground Zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


